MEDIA ALERT:

**History San José partners with Google Cultural Institute on Soccer Exhibit in time for World Cup**

“For Club and Country: San José’s Soccer Heroes”

_San Jose, CA – June 15, 2014 ---_ A source of pride to soccer fans are the local club heroes chosen to represent their respective countries in international competition, including regional qualifying tournaments, the Olympics, friendly matches, and the World Cup.

History San José and Google Cultural Institute are partnering again with an online exhibit, “For Club and Country: San Jose’s Soccer Heroes,” using images of artifacts from the Collection of History San Jose. 
[http://www.google.com/culturalinstitute/exhibit/for-club-and-country-san-jos%C3%A9-s-soccer-heroes/A RNfyyoC](http://www.google.com/culturalinstitute/exhibit/for-club-and-country-san-jos%C3%A9-s-soccer-heroes/A RNfyyoC)

Since the earliest years of professional soccer in the Bay Area with the North American Soccer League (NASL), through the triumphs of professional women’s soccer and the success of Major League Soccer (MLS), over 100 men and women have represented their countries as well as our local teams. The following exhibit is a selection of items from The San José Soccer Legacy Collection that recognizes many of the players who represented both our clubs and their countries.

The San Jose Soccer Legacy Collection at History San José is large and growing through the ongoing generosity of the Soccer Silicon Valley Community Foundation ([http://www.ssvcf.org](http://www.ssvcf.org)). The collection comprises over 300 photographs and 2000 objects, plus videos, books, and magazines about Bay Area soccer, as well as ephemera such as ticket stubs, posters, and game programs that focus on youth, collegiate, and professional soccer primarily in San José and Santa Clara.

Other topics in the exhibit include The Early Years, Major League Soccer, Women’s Soccer, Quake’s Success, World Cup Hopes, and Give the People What They Want.

### About History San José:
History San José is a non-profit organization that collects, preserves and celebrates the stories of diversity and innovation in San José and the Santa Clara Valley. HSJ manages one of the largest and most comprehensive regional history collections in the State of California, from 1784 Spanish governmental records to twenty-first century Silicon Valley technology.
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